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Finally, a study guide written for students.
Wouldn’t it be great if there were something you could do that would cut down your reading time, prepare you for
class, and prepare you for your final exam? There is, and its called Legalese to English: Torts.  Nanos and Sileo
are at it again, breaking down tough concepts and confusing cases into nice, easy, bite-size pieces.

After you’ve learned the basics about each subtopic (like duty, proximate cause, consent, etc.), you’ll need a good
study plan to follow throughout the semester. This book gives you that plan, in a step-by-step format. You’ll see
writing exercises throughout the book to solidify your understanding, and you’ll see study recipes at the end of each
chapter that will guide you from the first day of class to the A on your final exam.

Resources this book provides include:

� Case & Concept Discussion
� Points to Ignore
� Mom’s Law
� The Point
� Writing Exercises
� Traps
� Study Recipes
� Flowcharts & more» »
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Legalese to English: Torts breaks down what you are learning in class to help you understand what your professor is talking
about. Each chapter of Torts consists of a collection of resources that are broken down to explain torts in plain english.
Resources available for each chapter include:

� Case & Concept Discussion: Important cases and key concepts for each
chapter are broken down in simple, conversational language. The authors tell you
which facts are important and which ones are irrelevant.

� Points to Ignore: Very often, cases contain all sorts of confusing facts and
irrelevant procedural history. Knowing what to ignore is critical to making
strategic decisions about how to allocate your mental energy.

� The Point: There’s a specific reason why each case has been assigned for you to
read. The sooner you learn what that reason is, the better use you’ll make of your
newfound knowledge.

� Writing Exercises: All along the way, the authors offer short writing exercises to
complete. Doing these exercises as you cover each subtopic in class will solidify your understanding of important
concepts. But even more importantly, your writing exercise responses will become the building blocks of your final
exam essay answers.

� Traps: The authors been working
with law students for years, and
they know what is confusing. The
traps section helps to alert you to
classic traps (some set by
professors, and others unwittingly
set by students themselves).

� Study Recipes: At the end of each
chapter, you will find a “study
recipe,” which lays out the steps for
studying the corresponding topic.



Flowcharts: Many of the chapters in Torts include examessay flowcharts.  The flowcharts will guide you through a
well-written exam essay for the corresponding topic.

Mom’s Law: Tort law often mimics the rules you have learned at home from your mother. By calling your attention to
the way tort law is similar to “Mom’s Law,” will ease your journey through this subject.
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It’s easy to order!  Simply email
order@wshein.com or

call 800-828-7571 today!

Bookstores: please inquire about special discounts to stock
your shelves with this one-of-a-kind workbook!
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New York City Prosecutors-turned-entrepreneurs, Elura Nanos, Esq. And Michele Sileo, Esq., are the owners of
Lawyer Up, a unique educational company that specializes in helping law students ace their final exams. Elura
and Michele met as overwhelmed 1Ls, bonded as practicing attorneys, and joined forces to bring their unique
talents to law students nationwide. The vibrant and down-to-earth duo was an overnight hit with the law
school set, and Lawyer Up was born. Now in its ninth year, Lawyer Up works with law students nationwide to
help them ace their courses with less stress. In 2013, the authors will bring their legal smarts and signature
style to the small screen in the television reality series, “Staten Island Law,” premiering on OWN: Oprah
Winfrey Network.
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